Abstract: Mobile Ad Hoc Network is an infrastructure less wireless network where the mobile nodes leaves and joins the mobile network very frequently. The routing of the packets from source node to destination node, the routing protocol is used. On Demand Distance Vector Routing protocol is very common and implemented with Mobile Ad Hoc Network nodes to handle the operations of packet routing from by any node as a source node to destination node. In this paper prevention of black hole attack by modifying the On Demand Distance Vector routing protocol. The sequence number of 32 bit is initiated with the Route Reply and route sequence packet broadcast to determine the request reply from black hole node under the Mobile Ad Hoc Network. The sequence number and On demand Distance Vector Routing protocol are integrated with a mechanism to find the Request Reply of message containing routing information from source to destination node in Mobile Ad Hoc Network.
Dynamic connectivity of mobile ad hoc network is supported by Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) and Destination Sequence Source Routing (DSSR) protocols. In mobile ad hoc network the node work as a host as well as a router to forwards the packets from incoming source to intermediate node or destination node. Due to lack of the infrastructure a Mobile Ad Hoc Network (MANET) is more prone to be attacked. Non infrastructure of MANET opens the opportunity to attacker to launch different categories of attacks in the network. With variety of network attacks, black hole attack is considered as inside attack for a MANET. Black hole attack disrupts the service of MANET and causes vary Sevier problem. The major problem associated with black hole attack with MANET is that the confidentiality of data contained under the packets are disclosed and network bandwidth consumed. This attack also exploits the routing protocol working with MANET.
Basic scenario of black hole attack is that an attacker node or system creates its validity in MANET by advertising itself as a valid node. It advertises its router path for nodes to carry to send the packets from source node to destination node. Whenever the attacker node register itself with MANET it becomes able to listen all the broadcasted Route Request packets of the different nodes. Once it gets the Router Request packet, it replies to the broadcasting node reply by its own path as the least cost path. The sender node updates its route path in routing table and follows that path to send the packet. Packets that go through that malicious path is intercepted by malicious node and also be dropped on it. The packet data also be intercepted and confidentiality of data is being broken by the malicious node. The intelligent concept behind the attacker node is that it advertises the route to all other nodes in MANET by indicating that it is shortest router path. Black hole attack is generally considered as a type of Denial of Service (DOS) attack. It is one of the common security threat for a network such as MANET or any other categories of infrastructure and non infrastructure network.
Let A, be the source node and F be the destination node of MANET presented under figure 1. A, broadcasts the Router Request packet into the network to all current active nodes to get the route of node F. Now, consider that Node C is malicious node introduced itself in the MANET. This malicious node is attacker node under the MANET. Node C listens the broadcasted packet by A, and immediately reply the Route path to A Nodes of MANET is able to respond the Route Request (RRequest) message as this is functional aspect of ON Demand Distance Vector Routing (AODV) protocol. The concept behind the black hole attack and its scenario are presented under figure 1.
via its own route to F. After reply by C an updates its routing table and follows the path to send the packets to F. Node C becomes able to get all the packets which are sent from A to F. Thus, C intercepts all the packets sent by A to F and dropped them. This consumes the network bandwidth and also confidentiality problems with the data packet which are sent from A to F and intercepted and dropped by C. This is termed as the black hole attack. 
Related Work
Kashmeera N and Jyna B Shah in their research work stated the basic facts behind the black hole attack with MANET. They stated that mobile nodes self configure and MANET is automatically formed. MANET does not provides the centralized network management procedure so that the malicious node easily self configures itself with the network and drops all the packets passing through the path flowing to it from source node to destination node. Therefore, the security of AODV protocol working on each of the node of MANET is being compromised by black hole attack [1] .
Vimal Bibhu and Kumar Roshan presented the preventive measure of black hole attack of MANET. Discrete properties of routing protocol is proposed by analysis of various routing protocol used for MANET. A new mechanism with AODV routing protocol of MANET is inserted to prevent the black hole attack with MANET. A combined protocol approach is taken to discover the new path for routing the packets with defined time interval. The old path of the routing table of nodes are refreshed with regular time interval. They tested the preventive measure of black whole attack with a MANET of 50 nodes with defined area of 1000 x 1000 square meter for movement with 5 meter per second speed. The result is approximated by calculation of throughput verses the number of black hole nodes with pause time of 0 second. 40 second, 120 second and 160 second when threshold value reaches to 1 [2] .
Marpu Dev Adas and Vinay Kumar, proposed an authentication mechanism for the prevention of black hole attack with MANET. A prototype is built which simulates the black hole attack and its preventive measures. Their built prototype serves as proof of concept behind the protection of MANET from black hole attack. The result of simulation is optimal and encourage to employ the authentication mechanism with MANET [3] .
Ashly Thomas and Nisha P John, produce a review of the black hole attack with AODV protocol used in MANET. They stated that the firewall and encryption systems used with the MANET nodes are not sufficient to prevent the black hole attack. They make survey and review the existing solution of the black hole attack on AODV protocol [4] .
Marti et all given the solution for detection of malicious node in MANET by the use of watchdog. In this technique when a node forwards a packet to next node then it watches that the node which accepts the packets further forwards to next node or not. This process continues till the last node which forwards the packet to destination node. Whenever the node finds that the next node does not forward the packet with a given threshold time, then the node understand that the next to which the packet is forwarded is a malicious node in the network. But, this technique has two problems. First, the node must have to trust the information of the other node in the network and second problem is that watchdog would not be able to differentiate the ambiguous collision [5] . 
Required Properties of Routing Protocols for MANET
Routing protocols of MANET must have some desirable properties to route the packets from source node to destination node. These properties are inherited from the existing routing protocols. Some of the important characteristics of MANET routing protocols are defined with following sub sections
Distributed MANET Operation
The protocol that is used for routing in MANET should have to follow the distributed operation management aspects. This property is required due to fact that the nodes in MANET always joins and leaves the network frequently. Therefore, distributed management functionality is needed to manage the network operation efficiently.
Loop Free Operation
The operational procedures of the MANET routing protocol must ensure the loop free operational situation. This ensures the operation more efficiently and also prevents the wastage of network bandwidth which is consumed by creating the loop for routes.
On Demand Operations
The on demand operational aspects of MANET reduces the control overhead and also enhance the utilization of network resources. Hence, for on demand services the deployed protocol of network operation of MANET should have the reactive property. The periodic broadcast of control information should be prevented and on demand service with control information is optimized under the MANET. 
Communication Security
The communication among the nodes of MANET is required to be secured. Therefore, protocol must ensure the maximum security from the impersonation and other wireless categories of attacks. The security measures such as authentication, encryption and authorization are should be implemented through the routing protocols of MANET. The protocol should have the additional security layer to handle the security measures properly and effectively.
Power Save
The mobile nodes are operated through battery power and it is limited power resource. Hence, the protocol must employ some mechanism to save the power of nodes in MANET. The saving of power can be achieved by employing the strategy which push the nodes in standby when the node is idle.
Multiple Route to Route Packets
The congestion and change of topology reactions with the network is reduced by constructing the multiple routes for the packets from source node to destination node. This multiple route reduces the routing protocol to discover new route by broadcasting Route Request packet by providing the other route as stored under the routing table which is valid. Therefore, the time and packet transmission time becomes lower for a node in the MANET.
Proposed Solution for Black Hole Attack Problem with MANET
In this research work AODV protocol is modified to support the prevention of black hole attack in MANET. The modification in AODV protocol working mechanism is taken to avoid the black hole attack by making twice reply for Route Request broadcasted packet by node. A 32 bit sequence number of Route Reply message is introduced to AODV protocol. It is also oblivious that the destination node is nearby to the black hole node. Thus, in this case the first Route Reply message is sent by destination node and second Route Reply message is sent by black hole node. In this case the source gets two routing path for the destination node. In this circumstance only first Route Reply routing information is employed by source node to send the packets to destination node. The selection of first Route Reply routing information is derived by comparing the sequence numbers with the half of the value of maximum value of sequence number. If the first Route Reply message contains the sequence number which lies under the half of maximum value of sequence number then it is considered that the this Route Reply message is coming from valid node in MANET. This is established by passing the check with difference is either less than or equal to half of the maximum sequence number formed by 32 bits sequence number. Thus, the source node becomes able to switch itself to adopt the first Route Reply message routing information [8] [9].
Designed Algorithmic Steps
Step 1. The source node A gets the first request reply message
Step 2. Source node A checks about the freshness by Received Destination Sequence Number > = Broadcast Destination Sequence Number.
Step 3. If the Received Destination Sequence Number is greater than or equal to Broadcast Sequence Number then source node A sends the packets to destination F through the first routing path that gets from first Request Reply message and increases the count by 1.
Step 4. When source node A gets another Request Reply message then it gain checks the freshness of the Request Reply Message as used in Step 2.
Step 5. If the current Request Reply message Received Destination Sequence Number is greater than Broadcast Sequence Number then count is again increased by 1.
Step 6. The source node A performs additional check on current received Request Reply by applying the given below mechanism. If Count is greater than 1 and Received Destination Sequence Number > = Broadcast Sequence Number then source node A considers that the containing routing information of current Request Reply message is also genuine and not coming from black hole node.
Step 7. When the check performed by source node A from step 6 fails then it determines that the routing information path of current Request Reply message is coming from black hole node. Therefore, source node A discards the current routing path of Request Reply message and adopts only the first path of first Request Reply Message.
Above algorithmic steps are employed over the AODV protocol modification. The proposed change of AODV algorithm clearly states about the prevention of black hole attack.
Simulation Setup
The result of proposed research for preventing the black hole attack is verified by verifying the result with NS-2 simulation. The simulation setup is is produced under table 1. 
Result Analysis
The ratio of packet delivery and throughput are taken. Throughput is obtained by dividing total packets sent by received packets Ration of packet delivery is obtained as dividing total packet received by total packet sent.
Thus, the result of the given scenario is presented under The throughput and ratio of packet delivery are graphically shown in figure 2 and 3. The graph is plotted through spreadsheet utility. 
Figure2. Throughput in Kbps with

Conclusion
Black hole attack is a very big problem of Mobile Ad Hoc Network. Black hole node drops the communicated packets from source node to destination node. It also discloses the confidentiality of packet data. Prevention of black hole attack requires the efficient and proactive mechanism by modification of existing routing protocols used for the MANET. In this proposed research AODV protocol is modified to prevent the black hole attack in MANET. Stepwise modification by which the sequence of broadcasted Route Request packet and received Route Reply. In the proposed mechanism two different Route Reply with sequence numbers are compared separately when the message comes from nearby nodes with half of the value of maximum value of 32 bit sequence number. If the message sequence number of received Route Reply message is equal or less than half of the maximum value of sequence number then it is considered that the Route Reply comes from genuine node not from the black hole node.
